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INTRODUCTION 
 Stipendium Hungaricum programme relies on active participation of 
sending partners. Each sending partner must make Nomination during 
the application process (December – June). Partners are expected to make 
their nominations after individuals submitted their application to the main 
online (TPF) Call for Appllications but before the university entry exams. 
There are 4 weeks for nomination in March 2018. (26.02.- 30.03.2018)  

 

This means that by the end of March, partners must send their 
nomination lists (nominees + waiting list 20%-at least, ranked) of selected 
students.  

 

When the number of applicants is not too high, partners are able to 
manage evaluation and rank nominees. What happens, when there are 
much more applicants? 



TO MANAGE NOMINATIONS  
SENDING PARTNERS MAY 
  

Organize a separate application round organized by the partner itself (in 
parallel with TPF application): this way giving more (early national result) time 
for decision/preparing the nomination; 

 

Rely on rules, laws (eg. Constitution): providing guidance of hierarchy amongst 
applications (eg. favouring tiribes; regions of the country) 

 

Rely on national education policies, priorities providing guidance of hierarchy. 
For examaple favouring postgraduate students to undergraduates; favouring 
students who have never been abroad; favouring staff working in/with higher 
education, ministries etc. 

  

 



SELECTION ROUND, NOMINATION 

  

We encourage all sending partners to share with us national selection, ranking 
process; to develop transparent selection; to share selection, ranking 
methodology on local level. 

 

Let’s see two practices of Sending Partners. 

 

 Presenters: 
Suhad Omran, representative of Sending Partner, Damascus University Syria 
Ahmed Waheed Mangi, representative of Sending Partner, Pakistan 
 

 

 



QUESTIONS TO: 

Presenters: 

How many applicants are from the respective country? 

Is there any increase in the number of applications? 

How do you deal with the national application process? 
  

Participants: 

Are there any other countries which have many applicants?  

Is there a national application (parallel with online TPF application) 
or do you use the TPF data? 

Do you plan to work on national selection process for SH scholarship 
in the next 1-2 years? 



Thank you for your 
attention! 
 

 

 


